Grounding and Bonding Equipment

See General Information for Grounding and Bonding Equipment

BAHRA CABLES CO
Ring Rd
Makkah Express Way
Po Box 11967
Jeddah, 21463 SAUDI ARABIA

Grounding rods: Bonded earth rods, Models RU035, RT035, RT005, RU005, RT006, RU006, RT025, RU025, RT026, RU026, RT015, RU015, RT016, RU016, RT034, RU034, RT004, RU004, RT024, RU024, RT014, RU014.

Copper solid rods, Models RT105, RT115, RT125, RT135, RT165, RT175, RT104, RT114, RT124, RT134, RT164, RT174.

Stainless steel rods, Models RT205, RU205, RT225, RU225, RT215, RU215, RT204, RU204, RT224, RU224, RT214, RU214.

Couplers, Models CT12, CT58, CT34.
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